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President's Letter
Dear WNBA Community, 
 
It is the time of year when we start to dream of warmer weather, budding flowers and trees, and a little extra time to sit
outside and read. For the Women's National Book Association (WNBA), it is a busy time of year as our chapters host
numerous exciting events and gatherings throughout the spring. To check out what is happening in your chapter or in
other chapters around the country, click here.

Our Charlotte chapter, the hosts of our June 2018 national meeting, are working particularly hard to get ready for a busy
few days of discussions and planning. I am looking forward to seeing many of you there and to welcoming in the new
board.

On the national level, the Sixth Annual WNBA Writing Contest closed on March 15 and was a great success again this year. Thank you to all who
submitted entries; our fantastic judges; and Joan Gelfand and her team, who expertly managed the many details associated with running a successful
contest. The winners will be announced in the coming months, and the winning submissions will be published in The Bookwoman later this spring.
Something I always look forward to!

This month Women in the Literary Landscape: A Centennial Publication of the Women's National Book Association officially launched at the
Association of Writers and Writing Programs Conference in Tampa. Editors Valerie Tomaselli and Rosalind Reisner, along with editor and historian
Doris Weatherford, were there to showcase and celebrate the book and the WNBA's accomplishments as a one-hundred-year-old organization. 

For this issue, we focused on the intersection of poetry and fiction and considering the commonalities across genres. Harriett Shenkman, a poet
and member of the WNBA-NYC chapter, interviews National Reading Group Month (NRGM) authors Susan Henderson and Hala Alyan about
their experiences as poets and novelists. WNBA-Charlotte member Linda Vigen Phillips's YA novel in verse, Crazy, is featured in "The Whole
Story," and WNBA Award Winner Amy King graciously shared her poem, "What Use Is a Poet."

In closing, I would like to thank you all for your continued support and volunteer work. I am continually amazed at the level of dedication and
commitment to the goals of the WNBA by our board members and volunteers. It is very exciting to be a part of the WNBA as we begin our second
century as a strong organization of women dedicated to making the world a better place through the power of books.
 
With best regards,

Jane Kinney Denning (NYC)
WNBA National President  

"If I read a book and it makes my whole body so cold no fire can ever warm me, I know that is poetry."
 

~Emily Dickinson
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Women in the Literary Landscape

Edited by Rosalind Reisner (NYC) and 
Valerie Tomaselli (NYC)

C&R Press, 2018, 9781936196821

Now available! Order today! 

"Publishing veteran Tomaselli and librarian Reisner spearhead a host of contributors to this informative reference
work, which celebrates both the 2017 centennial of the Women's National Book Association (WNBA) and, more
generally, the role of women in American publishing since the country's founding . . . ." Read the rest of this review by
Publishers Weekly here.

Editors Rosalind Reisner and Valerie Tomaselli joined author Doris Weatherford and C&R publishers
Andrew Sullivan and John Gosslee to celebrate the launch of Women in the Literary Landscape at the AWP
conference in Tampa at the Helen Gordon Center for Women. And on March 21, Rosalind Reisner was
interviewed for the podcast Wine,Women, and Words, hosted by Diana Tierney (Los Angeles) and Michele
Leivas. You can listen here or view the video here.

Congratulations to the editors, authors, and publishers who created this thoughtful and important book!
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Welcome to the National Board
The WNBA is pleased to welcome Natalie Obando-Desai (Los Angeles) to the national board as the communications chair.

Natalie  is the founder of Do Good Public Relations and the author of How to Get Publicity for Your Book. She's worked in the
literary PR industry for ten years and has been a panelist and speaker at some of the most well-regarded literary conferences in
the industry, including the San Francisco Writer's Conference, The West Coast Writer's Conference, and the Central Coast
Writer's Conference. 

Natalie is passionate about writing, the literary landscape, and making a difference by uplifting the voices of marginalized
people through literature, PR, and her volunteer work.
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Membership Benefit: WNBA Authors Collection at Boston Public Library
By Tina Ollenburg (Charlotte)

Did you know that as a member of the WNBA you can add your book(s) to the WNBA Authors Collection at the Boston Public
Library? This is a great benefit to our authors who are looking to get their book(s) out in the world and into circulation!    
    

Send in two copies of each title and one will preside in the permanent collection, while the other
copy will be placed into the library's circulation. Please send no more than two copies of any one
title. 

Mail the copies of your book to Nancy R. Browne, Chief of Catologing and Processing, Boston Public Library, 700
Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02474-0286. 

Your package must contain this statement: "As per agreement with the Women's National Book Association, please
add this book to the WNBA Authors Collection." 

Add the author's contact information as well, including name, email address, phone number, and mailing address.   
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WNBA's Executive Officers
President

Jane Kinney Denning (NYC)

Co-Vice Presidents
Sarah "Bebe" Brechner (Nashville)

Rachelle Yousuf (LA)

Secretary
Céline Keating (NYC)

Treasurer
Nicole Pilo (Charlotte)

Immediate Past President
Carin Siegfried (NYC)

Complete list of the national board available on the website.
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 "What Use Is a Poet"

                              By Amy King
 

                              As useless as sneaking out
                              from the desk of the work hour to eat

                              a donut and think about the death the sugar
                              on your tongue will bring.

                               Amy King is a poet, professor, activist, and WNBA Award winner. She's also an executive board member of VIDA: Women in Literary Arts.
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The Intersection of Fiction and Poetry: 
An Interview with Two NRGM Authors

By Harriet Shenkman, PhD (NYC)
   
As a poet and an aspiring novelist, I was exceedingly interested in speaking with authors Susan Henderson and Hala Alyan as the authors have experience writing both prose and poetry. Susan

Henderson's new novel, The Flicker of Old Dreams, is set in America's heartland and explores "themes of resilience, redemption, and loyalty in prose as lyrical as it is powerful." In her debut
novel, Salt Houses, Hala Alyan writes with the "exquisite prose of a poet" about how we carry our origins with us wherever we go. The authors gave us sharp insight into writing in both
genres.
  
HS: You started out writing poetry. What made you switch to novel writing?
 
SH: I started in poetry because it was my first love. From the beginning, I was captivated by the rhythm, repeating verses, and word play of Mother Goose nursery rhymes and Robert Louis
Stevenson's A Child's Garden of Verses. I loved my mother's Betty Carter records, especially the jazz scatting. I loved hearing other languages, not caring what the words meant, but finding
pleasure in what you can communicate with sound alone. I have always loved the way poetry can put me so deeply inside a moment. And yet, I felt constrained by the form. Or, rather, my voice did. I didn't discover
my full and natural voice until I switched to novel and essay writing. 
 
HA: While I published first in poetry, my first experiences in writing were actually fiction, mostly short stories. I basically found myself hungrier for a longer form of storytelling, which is ultimately how this book
was born. I found that the story I was trying to tell in Salt Houses was better served by prose than poetry, so I  decided to take a stab at it. 

  



Susan Henderson

Hala Alyan

  
HS: Which poetic skills can be used in novel writing? Do some subjects lend themselves to one genre or another?
 
SH: A good literary novel shares much with poetry: the distillation of language to its essentials, employment of all the senses, and either the juxtaposition of dissonant images or sounds to create a rumble of tension
or conflict.

In the editing phase, I often pull sections of text out of my novel and play with them as I would a poem or a piece of flash fiction. I tighten each sentence--how can I say this with fewer, sharper words? Is this an
active verb? Is this noun something I can see or taste or touch? I play with syllables. I play with the way one word can clack against another. I play with pacing. I might use staccato to show that my character is
frustrated or out of breath. I might slow the tempo to say to the reader, notice this object, remember this moment.

And yet, a novel cannot have the density of poems. This was the big learning curve for me when I changed forms. I had to remember not to cram too much into a sentence or a scene. I needed to let the sentences
breathe. And I had to hold my reader's attention for much longer; that meant letting the reader's brain and attention rest a bit, without her having to put the book down. 
 
HA: For me, if what I'm trying to say feels incomplete in poetic form, it means I should try my hand at telling it using a different genre. The scope of my debut is a multigenerational story of a family over many
decades, so it felt apt that I'd need a genre that could accommodate the depth and length of that narrative. I very much rely on poetic skills in novel writing, particularly attention to detail, imagery, and even a
thoughtfulness to beat and rhythm. 

HS: What elements are different in terms of the creative process?
 
SH: Poetry and flash fiction don't require a plot. They might have an arc, or simply a swell, but they can be as contained as a single breath or a punch to the gut. But novels have more moving parts. Each character
has his own desire and his own arc. And every scene in the novel must speak to the larger journey and the ultimate goal of that journey.

There might be a moment in a novel that reads like a poem. "The Piper at the Gates of Dawn" chapter in Kenneth Graham's Wind in the Willows, for example, is like a song. It's a pause in the adventure so the reader
can experience the fear and the what-ifs and ultimately the safety of a missing young otter. But that scene feeds the larger journey. And, after this rest, the quest continues. 
 
HA: For me, it's definitely the difference in instant gratification. That's virtually nonexistent when it comes to working on a longer project. When writing a poem, you have a product to show relatively soon after, but
with a novel, it can take years before the project even takes shape. I approach each genre very differently, often waiting to feel inspired before sitting down to write a poem, whereas I am more disciplined with
fiction. I write thirty minutes a day, which helps me conceptually break down the project into thousands of little parts. That way I feel a glimmer of that gratification when a paragraph is written! 

  
HS: Which aspects of your latest novel have the most poetic qualities?
 
SH: I play a lot with sentence length and with punctuation to force a particular rhythm. I use repetition to build a sense of melody.
 
Here is the man, nothing to hide behind. No sheet or uniform 
or name tag. This is the man without his possessions, with
chores left undone, with mistakes he can't make right, with
nothing more he can prove.
I'm right here, I tell him.
It is what I have longed for my whole life. Perhaps everyone
longs for this. Just to be and to have someone stay near. He does
not complain that my hands are clammy. There is no pressure
to be charming or clever. We are simply here, together in this
quiet. (Henderson, The Flicker of Old Dreams, 21)
 
HA: I feel my most poetic in descriptions, particularly of landscape. My poetic hand is shown, so to speak, when I'm describing cities. As a writer of dislocation and diaspora, I'm often thinking of cultural memory
and how people carry places around with them. So, in writing about this family being displaced in various cities, I very much approached their relationship to loss and memory of space poetically.  
 

HS: Are you tempted to go back to writing poetry? Is one genre easier than the other?
 
SH: I've fallen deeply in love with novel writing--how much freedom it gives me to go broad as well as deep, to create arcs within arcs, to venture off the main path for a while. But poetry is what trained my ear, and
there's no question that I still draw from it. That was my first playground, learning all I could do with language in a small space to waken the senses and to create music with words.

Is one easier than the other? I don't think so. No matter the genre, you write until you've said what you need to say and used the words to say it best. Novel, poem, or essay--the process is one of digging deep and
scribbling and crossing out and waking up in the middle of the night believing you've found the magic words. In the morning, you look at those words and realize they're not quite right, maybe not at all right, and
then you are back to digging and scribbling and crossing out.  
 
HA: Oh, sure! I have a new poetry collection forthcoming from the lovely Houghton Mifflin Harcourt early next year. Generally, I'm usually working on several projects at once, so that if I feel a little burnt out with
one genre, I can switch to the other for a while. It helps me stay excited and bring fresh eyes to my projects. 

 
HS: Are mood, character, emotion, and structure more prominent in one form rather than the other?
 
SH: I often think of poetry as a sting, a kiss, a slap, a breath. The poet takes the reader to a compressed moment in time and holds her there.

One of the first poems I memorized was James Dickey's "The Hospital Window." In the poem, he has just come from visiting his father--"in the shape of his death still living"--and he holds us in that moment, down
the elevator and crossing the street, that tight feeling in the gut, wondering if his father might have died during his short time away from him. He stops to look up at all the windows, finds his father's, and there is the
old man with his hand lifted.

Poems to me are those moments that speak volumes. A novel will certainly have those moments, but they're a part of a larger plot, a longer journey. 
 
HA: I think they shine through in different ways. Plot and structure are something I definitely pay more attention to in fiction versus poetry, just because it's a way to help remind me to create coherent narratives with
some sort of plot. I think mood and emotion probably weigh in equally in both genres. Although in fiction, I have to filter it through characters and plot, whereas in poetry it can be a bit rawer. I think code-switching
between genres helps me focus my curiosity about intent, desire, and motivation--all of which have been useful in character development. 

 

Susan Henderson is a five-time Pushcart Prize nominee and the recipient of an Academy of American Poets Prize. She is the author of two novels, The Flicker of Old Dreams and Up from the
Blue, both published by HarperCollins. Susan lives in Kings Park, New York, and blogs at the writer support group LitPark. 
 

Hala Alyan is a Palestinian American writer and clinical psychologist whose work has appeared in publications such as The New York Times and Poetry. Her poetry
collections have won the Arab American Book Award and the Crab Orchard Series Poetry Award. Her debut novel, Salt Houses, was published by Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt in 2017 and is a finalist for the Aspen Words Literary Prize.
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 The Whole Story 
Compiled by Tina Ollenburg (Charlotte)

In this edition, we are pleased to highlight the team behind WNBA-Charlotte member Linda Vigen Phillips's YA novel in verse, Crazy. "Eloquent and compelling, this novel in verse tackles
complex themes in a way that will have readers rooting for Laura to find the courage to face her worst fears."
 



Tina Ollenburg

Linda Vigen Phillips

Carol Baldwin

Kathleen Mertz

Ahna Ziegler

 

Eerdmans Books for Young Readers, 2014, 9780802854377

Laura is a typical fifteen-year-old girl growing up in the 1960s, who is navigating her way through classes, friendships, and even a new romance. But she's carrying around a secret: her mother
is suffering from a mental illness. No one in Laura's family will talk about her mother's past hospitalizations or increasingly erratic behavior, and Laura is confused and frightened. She finds
some solace in art, but when her mother--who is also an artist--suffers a breakdown, Laura fears that she will follow in her mother's footsteps. 

Excerpt from Crazy found on pages 12-13.

Crazy 

I stopped by the canal,
swarming with hungry pelicans

and screeching gulls,
and I wondered

what it would feel like
not to sit and dangle my feet through the slats

but instead to climb up on the railing
and let myself just slip off and down

 
and down 
and down.  

Linda Vigen Phillips has a passion for writing in verse and creating realistic young adult fiction that offers hope to teens and their families who face mental or physical health challenges. Her debut
novel, Crazy, is based loosely on her own experience growing up in a household with mental illness. The book has inspired many opportunities for education and advocacy through the National
Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI), and has led to the creation of Providence Place, a drop-in center for persons suffering from mental illness in Charlotte, NC. Linda's second book, Behind These
Hands--also a novel in verse--will be released in July 2018 by Light Messages Publishing. In her spare time, she and her husband enjoy sitting on the screened porch watching the grass grow.  
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Author: Linda Vigen Phillips 
LitPark

 
I never intended to write in verse. My parents exchanged poems during WWII, and the power and magic of poetry seeped into my soul early on. I never intended to write about mental
illness, but the baggage I carried concerning my mother's struggle with bipolar disorder demanded my attention as a young mother. I never intended to write a book, at least not a novel.
 
Poetry offered a safe and cathartic dumping ground for the myriad of emotions, memories, misunderstandings, and questions that dogged me in young adulthood. Not the least of these was:
am I going to go nuts, too? In what was a volatile and precarious period of my life, I spewed out dozens of "mother" poems, a number of which were published in literary magazines. That's
when the book idea first hit, but at that point I was thinking a collection, perhaps a small chap book. My best writing buddy, Carol Baldwin, suggested that the whole story needed to be told
in novel form, and some eight years later, voila.
 
I've loved every minute of working with the team it took to get this book out, and I've learned a ton about the book business and myself as a writer. I now appreciate what a tough sell books
in verse are, and I'm grateful Eerdmans took a chance on me and on Crazy!  

Book Reviewer: Carol Baldwin
Carol Baldwin Blog

Fifteen-year-old Laura
is a wannabe artist
wrestling with her
mother's strange
behavior during the
1960s--a time period
in which a family
member's mental

illness was quietly ignored. In this beautiful YA novel
in verse, Linda Phillips eloquently portrays the
challenges a teen faces as she comes to grips with her
mother's disorder and her own fears of being crazy, too.

Crazy nails the anger, embarrassment, and anxieties
that Laura faces because this book was born out of
Linda's poems written while processing her mother's
bipolar disorder. As her critique partner, I was
privileged to be one with whom Linda shared her initial
twenty poems. In tears afterward, I told her she had the
seeds of a young adult novel. Thankfully, she met the
challenge head-on and crafted Laura's story. 

Individuals and families who have grappled with
mental illness will benefit from Phillips's forthright and
empathetic portrayal of a teen navigating these fearful
waters.

Carol Baldwin writes and teaches fiction. On her blog,
she reviews books and blogs about her writing. She
lives in upstate South Carolina and enjoys gardening
and reading. 

***

Managing Editor: Kathleen Mertz
 Eerdmans Books for Young Readers  

When we first received the
manuscript for Crazy, we were
impressed by a number of things.
Even though it was Linda's first
novel, she wrote with a strong
voice that really captured the main
character's emotions and
experience. The verse form was
well crafted and felt very
appropriate for the subject matter.
And the book as a whole tackles so many important
ideas--complicated family dynamics, the power of art
and its ability to heal, the importance of having open
conversations about mental illness.
 
The process of working with Linda to revise the book
was a challenging but fun one. I remember we spent a
lot of time making sure that all the story threads wove
together coherently and making sure the details were
historically accurate to a teenager's experience on the
West Coast during the 1960s. Every book has its own
challenges, but it's so exciting to see the final version of
the story come together--and I'm very proud I could be
involved with this one.
 
Kathleen Merz is the Acquisitions & Managing Editor
at Eerdmans Books for Young Readers. She has worked
on a number of award-winning titles. She studied
English and linguistics and especially enjoys working
on translated books and nonfiction picture books. She
lives in Michigan and can also be found occasionally
blogging at www.eerdlings.com.

***

Visual Marketing Specialist: Ahna Ziegler
  Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co. 

        
The making of the book
trailer for Crazy was a fun
challenge for me. It's
always an interesting
exercise to determine what
sights and sounds will
accurately reflect a text  I

Cover Artist: Richard Tuschman
Richard Tuschman Images

As an artist, I have always been
drawn to emotionally darker and
moody subjects. Perhaps this is
because, like the author, my
family has a history of struggling
with mental illness, along with the
usual accompanying side effects  



Richard Tuschman

Linda Vigen Phillips and 
 Julia Kenny

Nicole Ayers

accurately reflect a text. I
chose a passage from the book to guide the video and
act as narration; it sets up the story nicely and even
ends with a hook. 

I researched the styles of the 1960s and nearby
locations that might mimic the iconic bridge in the
book. Thankfully, our publishing house is in a city
bisected by a large river, which gave us a few bridges
to choose from. On shoot day, I managed the costume,
hair and makeup, lighting, and camera operation.
Getting the right silhouette of Laura's mother in the
background of the last shot took a few tries, but I think
we managed it nicely!

Once I recorded the voiceover and edited together the
footage, I added a filter to make the video feel more
like the 1960s. My assistant at the time, Jacob
Thielman, dabbled in music composition, so we
worked together on creating a unique
soundtrack. Normally, I would peruse stock audio sites
and purchase a track that was best fitting. Crazy is the
only book so far to receive this honor of custom
composition!

Ahna Ziegler was the Digital Marketing Manager for
Eerdmans Publishing during the publication
of Crazy and is now the Visual Marketing Specialist.
She loves showcasing the creative talents behind
children's books through designs and videos she creates
to market Eerdmans books. Her passion for
photography became more than a hobby when she
began her own graphic design, video, and photography
company in 2017. Ahna lives in Michigan and can be
found online at www.ahnaziegler.com.   

usual accompanying side effects. 

Consequently, I was thrilled to get
the call to create the cover art
for Crazy. 

I always start by reading the manuscript and making
notes of visual elements in the story that emotionally
resonate with me. The image of Laura on the bridge
was one of those elements, and it figured prominently
in two of the three pencil sketches I submitted. The
final artwork was realized by digitally combining
photographs I took of a young model along with
photographs of a miniature set I made using a model
railroad bridge. I also liked the idea of superimposing
the title on the bridge as a reflection and projection of
Laura's own emotional anguish at that moment.

Richard Tuschman began experimenting with digital
imaging in the early 1990s, developing a style that
synthesized his interests in photography, painting, and
assemblage. His work has since been exhibited
internationally and recognized by American
Photography, Critical Mass, and the Lucie Awards,
among others. His clients have included Adobe
Systems, The New York Times, Sports Illustrated, and
Penguin Random House. He has taught at the
University of Akron Myers School of Art (Akron, OH)
and Ringling College of Art + Design (Sarasota, FL).
He currently lives and works in New York City and
Krakow, Poland.

  

Agent: Julia Kenny 
Dunow, Carlson & Lerner Literary Agency

I work primarily on adult fiction, but as soon as I started reading Linda Phillips's young adult novel, Crazy, I was hooked. So, not only was this YA, but it was also written in verse--
something completely outside of my wheelhouse. But when you're hooked, you're hooked. And if you've got me in tears (in this case, often tears of joy), then something has clicked.
Novels written in verse are not easy to produce, but I felt confident that we would find the right home for this, and Eerdmans turned out to be a great fit. And better yet, I wasn't the
only reader who connected with Linda's characters--Crazy has gone on to make a real impact with readers near and far, and several years after publication it continues to do so.

Julia Kenny began her career in publishing as an intern at the Wendy Weil Agency, while studying creative writing at Sarah Lawrence College. For nearly ten years, she worked as
the director of foreign rights and as an agent at Markson Thoma. She primarily works on fiction and is especially interested in dark literary thrillers and suspense. She was born and
raised on Nantucket Island and lives in Brooklyn.
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More Novels in Verse
By Nicole Ayers (Charlotte)

If your to-be-read list is as long as mine, you may never read all the books you want to. But that never stops me from adding new titles to my digital list on Goodreads or stuffing one more book
onto my bookshelf or playing Jenga with the precarious pile on my nightstand.

And after reading Linda Vigen Phillips's novel in verse, Crazy, I found myself wanting to add titles of other novels in verse to my TBR. I love the way poetry forces me to read slowly so that I
can savor every word, but I also enjoy the escape of fictional worlds. Novels in verse offer unique reading experiences that allow me to read in a way that feels just different enough from my
usual reading style to feel like I'm on a reading vacation.

Here are a few titles that just may entice you to click "Want to Read" too.

If you're in the mood for a classic, try Elizabeth Barrett Browning's Aurora Leigh, the story of the making of a woman poet. Browning referred to it as "the most mature of my works, and the one into
which my highest convictions upon Life and Art have entered."  

Classics not quite your style? How about the award-winning Brown Girl Dreaming by Jacqueline Woodson? "In vivid poems, [Woodson] shares what it was like to grow up as an
African American in the 1960s and 1970s, living with the remnants of Jim Crow and her growing awareness of the Civil Rights movement." 

For a contemporary plot, read The Good Braider by Terry Farish. The main character, Viola,"sings out the story of her family's journey from war-torn Sudan to
Cairo, and finally to Portland, Maine . . . She dreams of South Sudan while she tries to navigate the strange world of America--a world where a girl can wear a short
skirt, get a tattoo, or even date a boy."

Novels in verse offer a brand new playground for me to explore. The length is perfect for when I only have a few moments, which is a lot of the time in this season of my life. I can
read a few poems, and then I get to carry them around with me all day, musing and wondering and questioning. I hope you have a chance to get deep with one of these books soon.
Take care!
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Important Information for Bookwoman Correspondents
Chapter/Member Issue: Submissions due June 30. 

Chapter news should be limited to 150 words. Please include the names of people in photos from left to right, back to front, as well as the photo credit, if applicable.

Member News is limited to 20 words per item. Include book art if available. If not linking to author's/publisher's website, please link to Indiebound before other outlets.

Please contact your chapter's Bookwoman correspondent to have your news included with your chapter's submission. We do not accept individual news items.
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Important Copyright Information for Contributors
We only accept articles written by the author or copyright holder. The Bookwoman, website, and other publications of the Women's National Book Association adhere to all local, national, and international copyright laws. By submitting an article to us

you are granting permission for its use on our website, in our resource library (articles), in our member resources area, and/or in our magazine and newsletters. Contributing authors retain all copyrights to their individual works. 
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